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Important Information
This Whitepaper is provided by Bitmag for informational
purposes only. Nothing in this Whitepaper shall be construed
as an offer to sell or buy securities in any jurisdiction, or a
solicitation for investment, or an investment advice. The
Whitepaper does not regulate any sale and purchase of BTM
tokens (as referred to in the Whitepaper). The purchase of
BTM tokens is subject to the Token Sale Terms and Conditions
and the use of Bitmag is subject to the Platform Terms and
Policies. This Whitepaper describes the current vision for
Bitmag. While we intend to attempt to realize this vision,
please recognize that it is dependent on a number of factors
and subject to risks. It is entirely possible that Bitmag will
never be implemented or adopted, or that only a portion of
our vision will be realized. We do not guarantee or warrant
any of the statements in this Whitepaper, because they are
based on our current beliefs, expectations and assumptions,
about which there can be no assurance due to various
anticipated and unanticipated events that may occur.
Blockchain, cryptocur- rencies and other aspects of the
technology used for Bitmag is in its infancy and will be
subject to many challenges, competition and a changing
environment. We will try to update our community as things
grow and change, but undertake no obligation to do so. Due
to the retrospective nature of regulatory action or guidance,
we can make no guarantees regarding the legality of Bitmag
or BTM token launch in any given jurisdiction. We must
operate in accordance with the laws of relevant jurisdictions.
As such, BTM tokens may not be immediately available in
certain countries.
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BTM Connector
BTM Connector it's a platform to make and win
BTM tokens easy and fast. You will be able to play
based browser games and download mobiles
games where prize will be a lot of Bitmag coins.

Another way to earn Bitmag coins is using Bitmag App where
people will watch videos, download differents apps and
completing surveys.
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BTM Connector
Bitmag will organize different contests and mini
championships with prizes in BTM coins.
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BTM Marketplace
Shopping is easy with low transaction fees, complete
transaction transparency, and safety features such as escrow
and rating system. BTM marketplace will offer a wide variety
of products – everything from a needle to a train.

What happen when you order
something from BTM Marketplace and
you will pay the shipping of products
with Bitmag coins.
It's easy and cheaper to pay what
you want with just a transaction.

Bitmag will integrate differents stores on
the BTM Marketplace and will be partner
with gaming sites.
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BTM Exchange
Exchange and store all popular digital currencies, safe and
easy. BTM Wallet can store more than 100 different
cryptocurrencies. BTM

Any funds you put into the exchange are only used to
facilitate trading through your account. Unlike banks, we do
not operate on fractional reserves.
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Roadmap
DEC 1-2017 = Bitmag platform and coin creation begins
DEC 20-2017 = Start testing Bitmag coin
FEB 20-2018 = BTM Connector creation begins
APR 16-2018 = BTM Marketplace platform desingn begins
MAY 1-2018 = First round of ICO sale begin
MAY 29-2018 = Last Round of ICO sale ends
JUN 1-2018 = Bitmag blockchain is released for testing in sandbox
and bug testing bounty campaign
JUL 15-2018 = BTM Connector Released
AUG 4-2018 = Integration of stores on BTM Marketplace
Nov 20-2018 = Bitmag will release best phone for gamers
2019 = Continued worldwide integration with Bitmag platform on
stores, games and any more
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ICO Rules
Our token is an ERC20 utility token, and aims to provide social
and environmental transformation, where all proceeds will
support the development of the software and MVPs currently
placed in Romania.
BTM token can also be seen as a loyalty token allowing
investors to show their The utility tokens are initially distributed
in sale (ICO sale) which starts on May 1 and lasts until May 29 at
midnight CET.
A maximum of 1 million BTM tokens are offered during the ICO
sale at a price of 600 BTM /ETH. Only payments in ETH are
accepted. Bitmag assists parties preferring to participate in the
ICO sale with ETHEREUM.
If all 1 million BTM were sold in the ICO sale, USD 1.2 million
would be raised.
Tokens that were not allocated in the ICO sale will be added to
the BTM Connector for games rewards and others platforms.
20 milion BTM tokens will be added to BTM Marketplace for
coupons and an alternative to payments in stores.
ICO sale takes: 1.000.000 BTM
BTM Marketplace takes: 20.000.000 BTM
BTM Connector takes: 19.700.000 BTM
Team takes: 300.000 BTM
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Team

Paul Cotori

Mihai Daniel

And
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